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YELLOW VESTS SPOKESPERSON ERIC DROUET WHO SAID THEY WANT TO GET
IN ELYSEE PALACE
HEARD AT VERSAILLES COURT

Paris, Washington DC, 06.12.2018, 23:38 Time

USPA NEWS - Eric Drouet is a 33-year-old truck driver from Seine et Marne (Normandy). He is one of the leaders of the « Yellow
Vests » when he launched the first Facebook page, and managed to get nearly 2 millions signatures at this Casebook page he
continuoulsy reports information, and update the evolving tof the YELLOW vests movement through Facebook, and has a great
influence on the movement itself, considering that there is no hierarchy no leadership, nor organization, nor vote“¦Still Eric Drouet is
considered by the Yellow Vests to be legitimate because he always refused to negotiate by himself with the french Prime Minster or
any other representative of the fern Government, He kept in line with the same fish message : « We want to negotiate directly with the
President Macron, no one else »
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One of the leaders of yellow vests, Eric Drouet, heard this Saturday, December 8, by the Court of Versailles, after having pronounced
this sentence on air on Channel tv BFM, during a debate around the crisis of « Yellow Vests ". The journalist Bruce Toussaint asks
him: If you arrive at the Elysee, what are you going to do, once tired down? Answer of Eric Drouet: "I am in the movement since the
17th of November, and if we are we enter , because the Elysee is the symbol of the Republic. "The Journalist adds" It's a coup! "
One of the initiators of the movement of "yellow vests", Eric Drouet, who had called to "return" in the Elysee, was heard Saturday
morning by the PJ of Versailles, during a free audition, reports Europe 1 The Paris public prosecutor's office had opened an
investigation for "provocation to the commission of a crime or offense" and "organization of an unlawful event". His lawyer, Lara
Khéops said in a statement that his hearing lasted five hours, denouncing "firmly the instrumentalization of the police and judicial for
the criminalization of social and political claims of the movement of yellow vests".
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